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ABSTRACT

s partially polarised. This
ent. It has been shown that
normal direction whereas

of 
at the North sea coast with this setup' The recorded images are analysed to determine the influence

in 
on of small targets in such an environment. Furthermore differences between polarisation contrasts

1. INTRODUCTION
ic radiation reflecting from a smooth su¡face observed near a grazing angle becomes (partly)
en shown for visual as well as infrared wavelength bands. L-ess tno*n is tt,. ptr.noå.non
ted from smooth surfaces also becomes polarised.

R detection of small targets in a marine environment, see Figure l.
ta reflection or emission when observed near grazing angles. Small

th generally are observed under a different, near grazing, angle and

in a from land-based target detection, like land-minegene backgrounds (soil, vegetation). This contradiction
that
obse 

served at a grazing angle, whereas most targets in

In the remainder of this section related work is discussed as well as an introduction into the theory of infrared polarisationis given' In Section 2 the measurement setup that is used to collecr infrared polarised imagery is described. This setup is

i:."ï:"*,T:î;ll.f*::i::T:.?"r",,i:"T:Ti_,ì:::ï:l"f;;;;;;;."ndiiions.a¡e go",-iuãa in Section 3 rhe acquiredmeasurements and how infiared polarisation contributes in the detection oftarget is described in Section 4.
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1.1. Related work

Infrared polarisation measurements ln a marine environment have been performed and reported previously by a number of

authors. one group of authors is from ttt" Nuuuiportgraduate !:!ool in Monterey (CA)' This group consists of Cooper'3{

Gregoris8 and 
.walker.l3 

They all used a dual band cimera (MV/IR and LWIR) and a wire grid polariser' This polariser was

rotated manually, giving a delay of about l0 s between measurements. There was no correction for narcism' They claim that

for the MWIR polarisation the reflection dominates and that for the LWIR the emission dominates' Furthermore the measured

sky polarisation *u, low as well as the measured polarisation of the targets'

In a different approach, Iannarillilo used a hyper spectral polarimetric imager for ocean sensing (wave slope retrieval)'

A group of FGAN-FOM, Germany reported on the measurements with an infra¡ed polarisation filter in a marine environ-

ment.12 Their setup consists of a telescope and a continuously rotating polarisation filtei. Images from an infrared camera (l'2

- 5.9 ¡rm)where recorded on tape. rwith the filter in vertical orientation, the number of hot spots due to sun glints in the waves

were reduced and targets couldie more easily seen. They also measured polarised reflections from clouds'

Finally, Balfourr performed some initial measurements on infra¡ed polarisation. A similar moasurement setup was used æ

described in this paper. Measurements were taken after sun set. The image clearly shows that the sea is polarised' whereas the

targets and the sky are less polarised , i.,

1.2. Polarisation theorY

Under a number of assumptions,T the polarised radiation of a flat surface of a target irradiated by a black body source is easily

modelled. one of the assumptions is that the surface of this target (or backgroundii; completety flat and specular for reflection'

This surface has a fixed temperature 4. Assume that a black body sourcã witrr temperature T66 is irradiating on this surface'

The Linearly Polarised radiaice |P is under this assumption (as well as a few others) given by7:

LP(T,,Taa,0¿): ]uu' lØ'@ù - pp(g¡)) (Isn(Tbb) - Ina(T"))l lWlm2srl' (l)'
:,;i,,

with d¿ the incidence angle and pp@¿), p,(0¿) thereflection coetficienrs for respectively the polarisation parallel to the plane'':'

ofincidence and perpendicularto the plane ofincidence. The function Inn(T)is the raáiance'over the wavelength band ofthe '

camera and is calculated Ly integrating elanck's equation' :'t'il
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Equation I shows that if the reflected black body source has the same temperature as the reflecting surface, the linear
polarisation is zero. Furthermore, there is an angular dependency. For 0¿ :0 degree, both reflection coefñcients are the same
and there will also be no linear polarisation. Radiation sources in the marine environment are the sun, clouds and the blue
sky. These sources do not exactly behave like black bodies, so this model may not be applicable. Nonetheless, this model
give insight into the phenomenon of infrared polarisation. The apparent sky temperature dËiends on the elevation angle of the
calnera and the spectral wavelength band. This temperature ranges from the ambient temperature at ground level toless than
230 K at high elevations.

The radiance originating f¡om a particular area of the surface passes through a polariser and subsequently via the optical
system onto the detector array of the camera. The detector of the camera delivers a signal proportional to the scene radiance.
This value depends on the orientation of the filter. For a given angle g between the principål axis of the polarisation filter and
the horizontal axis, the measured scene radianc e I" of adetector element of the .urn"ru is liven by:

1

I.(p) : ;C tI + Q cos(2e) + U sin(2Ql [Wlmzsr), e)

where p : 0 represents the situation that horizontal polarised radiation passes unattenuated through the linear polariser. The
constant C contains all the parameters of the optical system. The paramet ers I, Q and [/ are three of tLe four Stokes parameters.e
-I is the total radiation, Q is the horizontal or vertical polarised radiation and I/ is the diagonal polarised radiation. The fourth
Stokes parameter l/ defines the circula¡ polarisation and is not considered in the model and cannot be measured with a linear
polariser.

The above rePresentation of polarisation defines the LP radiation LP and the polarisation angle u:

LP : JQ, +Ur, (3)

u : larctan(Ule), Ø)2

with ø the angle between the principal axis of the filter and the horizontal orientation. For a flat surface and a single radia-
tion source as is assumed in the model, only two different polarisation angles are found: one in whjch emission polarisation
dominates ø : 90" (vertical polarisation) and one in which reflection polarisation dominates &.¡ : 0o (horizontal pålarisation;.

The radiance intensity as measured by the camera behind the polariser is given in Equation 2. with our polarisation serup,
described in-Section Z, this radiance is measured over a full rotation of the filter in N frãmes. The Stokes-Müller polarisation
parameters I, Q and [/ are estimated by:

î : rti,,"r,,tj:1'

A : #å l"(ei)cos(2e¡)

u : #Ë l"(e¡)sin(2ç¡),
j=r

with lf the number of frames (in this paper either l0 or 60), j the frame number and, ç¡ - f the angle of the linear polariser
for frame j. The angle of the polariser has not been calibrated, ;o instead of directly using ttre'ðtotes parameter e, the estimated
linear polarisation L? is used, as defined by Equation 3.

(s)
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Figure 2. a) Infrared polarisation setup, consisting of a wire-grid polariser, a motor' an infrared camera and custom-made

controller electronics. b) The motor controuer muiiplies the frame sync by a number as given by the processing computer'

This is input ro the phase Locked Loop (pLL), which drives rhe motor so th;r the angle pick up has the same frequency as the

multiplieå frame sync. The angle pick up gives a pulse for every 3 degrees of rotation'

2. MEASUREMENT SETUP

A measurement setup is constructed for infrared polarisation measurements' Thi

motor to rotate the polariser, a motor controller and a mount for the infrared cam

MwlRandLWIRwavelengthbands'ThetaskofthemotorcontrolleriStorotate
rate of the camera. This meãns that between two frame synchronisation pulses the fi

is presettable between 6o and 60o. Radiation from the cooled detector afray, the lens and the camera housing is partly reflected

by the polarisarion filter. This phenomenon is called narcism and has been solved by measuring and compensating for these

reflections. A more thoroughly description of this measurement setup can be found in Cremet et aI'7

onlythreeindependentmeasurementsarenecessaryforafullestimationoft
Equation 5. However taking more measurements reduces the error in the estimati

quutl,y of the estimation' Tie Root Mean Square (RMS) o2 of the differenc

the angle p, and the expected radiance in Equation 2 based on the estimated S

givenby: _ N .\2
o, : L*i!"rr, -iç + Qcos(2ç¡)+ Úsi'(z'rt))) (ó)

rvã\

If the model fit of i, Q and û is close, then the model error ø2 is an estimation of the Gaussian pixel noise' However' there are

other changes in the image (for example due to movement of targets) and this will cause to give a much higher error than can

be expected based on the pixel noise.
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3. MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS
At February 25' 2001 infrared polarisation measurements were taken on the North sea coast. The location was on top of adike' close to the harbour of Scheveningen, the Netherlands, ,.. Fù;;; ã. Th" .u-".a position was at a height of l g.3 m above

;:ii:ïl,îr{iïîîlÌi|""i:,î:iîï'¡,!j,ïäoi'¡' i"r'"'"äì'ffiäå" serup is shown in Figure 4(a) À typicar (";, i;..
All measurements were performed with the Radiance HS amera. This js a MWIR c¿unera (3-5 ¡m).A I00 mm lens wasused to acquire the images' This lens and camera combination .oo.rponds to a Field of viei (Fov) of 4.4o. TrteMwIRcamera has a focal plane array of 256 by 256 detectors. The instan taneous field of view for each derector was 0.3 mrad for this100 mm lens and this camera. ' e f number of the optics is 2.. .

In the images of Figure 4 three buoys and a small boat are present. This smail boat is not always present and arso not arwaysat the same location in the image'-rne nrst buoy (number 3)ìs located at the relative close distãnce of 943 m. The other twobuoys (number 1 and 2) are at a distance of around- 2300 m. et rarge distances, almost at the horizon, ships are passing by.However' these ships will not be included in ouranalyses, since *" *-"." unuble to visually verify these targets.
The air temperature at noon was 7o c and the *I *1. almost perfectly clear. The relative humidity was gTvoand there wasa very mild wind from the east (less than I m/s)' The viewing ¿i.".tioì íu, Iooking west. The visibility over rand was high,but above the sea' the visibility was much to*á 1a few kilorieters). Ii was not possible to visualry see the horizon. The seastate was low' due to the low wind speed' Except for the surf zon", it," ,.u appeared completery flat. The sea temperature was7.0" c.

4. ANALYSES AND DISCUSSION
4.1. I¡itial analyses

one set of polarised (and intensity) images are shown in Figure 5. In the radiance intensity image, the buoys and the ship areeasily detectable' This is due to the relalve short distances ãnd the clear weather conditions. No-netheless, we wi, show wharpolarisation can contribute in this specific case.providing insight in no* lt can be applicable in other siruations.In the LP ima-se' two learly visible. This is in contrary to the literarurer . This phenomenon isexplained later on' First c sea- The sea is polarised, thougír not compretery. There are a few highlypolarised patches visible' polarised than the backgrounã (close to the horizon). in the inten-siry

Figure 3. The measurement location at Scheveningen beach.
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(b) TlR(a) Visual

Figure 4. The field of view (Fov) of the MWrR polarisation setup in the visual (a) and infrared (b)' There are three buoys

(number I through 3) in the Fov of the MWIR u, *"ll as a small moror boat (number4). In the visual image, this boat is sailing

to the right. In the TIR image the boat is sailing to the left and i way from the camera. In the visual image the rectangular area'

just right of the middle, the cont¡ast is enhanced

gherelevationstheradianceintensityoftheskydecreases'give
emittedfromtheseasurface.Thisdifferenceinreflectedand

The angle of Polar for the sea in

polarisation is veriical. situation in w

ihan the radiance due t sky above the

known that the sky is largely polarised when the viewing direction

polarisation of the sky is analysed in more detail in Section 4'

sea surface.

It is clear that the cosine fit does not match with the inte

estimated error o2. The reason that the pixel on the boat sho

movin
compl
about
of the d the target) is made' ':
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Figure 7. The average radiance intensity and the Lp radiance as function of the elevation angre (0 degree is the horizon and

positive is above the horizon). The 60 images ln 
"u.i 

sequence v ere taken with and without polarisation filter'

4.2. Influence of polarisation filter

used.
ated in t

shows t
radianc

er, confi

cf the sea, cn!,v exists due to movemflnt ci the waves' 
I ,

t-t .
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Figure 8. The average Lp radi
is ãbove ,h" ;;;;;;. The l0 

or as function of the elevarion angle (0 degree is the horizon and positive
acquired ua uroru¡oírpeed of 

with a rotation speed ol'6 rotatiãns per second and the 60 images were

4.3. Influence of acquisition speed
The sea bac
influence to the wind was very moderate, there is some
at I rotation ustable speed. At the Iowest speed it rotates
frame sync ( time is much lower (l ms) coipared to the

time is small.In Figure 8 the influe.nce-of the rotation speed is shown' Two curves arc -siven: the Lp radiance and the moder error. The
LP radiance is quite similar rot ¡ott'-ttaii""ip..or' However, ,¡. ro¿.r .rro,- i. .onri¿".u;üwer for r rps. The sharp peak
at 0 degrees elevation (the horizon) ir ;;;l; induced."""-;;;;;ìhc rìrrer, which is not conected for.
4.4. Temporal variatÍons
It is expected that measu
as well as the position of 

wind speed and directjon may change. So the background structure changes
in almosr z.s irou.r. m" 'yse 

the reproducibility'. fbur measuiements orì¡. r"-" r.*"ì".r-".q"i."a
s the LP radiance for these four measurem.n,, u." shown in Figure g.The LP radiance shgw¡ a dependency with time' The average polarisari'n of the sea rncreases with time. This increase ìs

more apparent for the sky (elevaìion aboíe 0 degree)' Most likeîy îri, i. .uur.¿ by the different sun position, see secrion 4.5.
The increase in the average polarisation ofthe såa probably l, 

"uur.alfon increase ofthe air temperarure.
4.5. Infrared polarisation ofthe sky

sky above the horizon is polarisccl. Between l3:09 and 13:24foursequences of thedirections with respect to the direcrion of the ,un. rr,. ¡o¡zon is identified in thesewas averaged over the lines ab.r'c rhe horizon. In Figure l0 the intensity and the Lp(above the horizon) are shown.

dc tioned before, for

ï: rpendicutar to rhe
h is more towards

-' For ffat surfaces' the amount of LP radiance depends o^n the radian."T,,r..r.n.-. between source (the sun) and tar-set (the
sky)' see Equation l' For visual *uu"t"ngit'' it,. ,a¿iun." from the ,ua* ' ncgri¡-ribre, anrr thus ih: ma.rirnur¡r pcrarrs¿rlron js

-1
Elevation [deg]

(a) LP radiance

L--
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found for the Brewster angle' Due to the emission, the angle of maximum porarisation shifts away from the normar for infraredwaveìength bands.Z

However' the sky is not a flat surface and has to be considered as inhomogeneous substance radiating partly by the consti-il,J,iäiï:,ä#itiljiiîjffiî ;ma:*" "",";:åäftträï 
;î,;;;;;;;1il;;,:,ry uriun"ío,."i,i" ä",,"

DoLP(o\ - sin2 á

7+cos20 (7)

ilT;:,'å:iì::'Åi:ääîJîi""::,i?ff: #;:r"ïilï::1,::3l1ror scatrering ormonochromatic right on particresff1ffi"'i:ll,ïï:ï#:J:*m:i-"',1:*::r:ïÌÏï-yiiqiiiiililj'ilïïil''#ï":*:î,i:Tf,T;L'"ffiliïemi s si o n fr om rhes e par ti cr es 
"'¿,r, "ì "iì 

y iî" r ¡ å."rr'."n * ili ;il:åi::il"t,;
:.ffi,'ir".îtr"iïi:ï:i,î:ïiïL::ï?:?ïî'^,ï:::*-"'":'::l:.:n.urare.the degree orporarisation. However,iåiT,î,j?;$ålî'"ïî::;ä':î#1":il;iöÏ;i''oi*liiå"":Ï;"'ï:li:i:#H.'.î:$i:lïJiî""ä.ffffililpossibly lower than for 90 degree.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown a measurement setup that is used for infrared polarisation measuremenß in a marine environmenr.We have excluded thr
compared ,o tt 

" 
pot-iii:pn""ïi"ï 

that the apparent LP radiance is due to the movemenr ot ìn. waves; rheir impact is row

between srow and fast rotation ofthe polarisation firter. This isa surface.

Due to induced movements by the filter as well as movement of the targets, it was not possible to reliably measure the
polarisation of the targets' wtt¡ áut tu,,"n, f,"ro."rring the targets appea¡ to be significantly rinearly polarised, but arso the
model error is large.

For future work, it is recommended to calibrate the systemwill allow to calculate the degree 
"f 

p"f-rriiãn as function othere should be a correcdon rJ. t¡..;;;;;;;;the rarsets as
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